CPD Verification Training

South African Pharmacy Council
Verification of CPD entry by tutor

- Go to www.sapc.za.org
- Click on [Login] on the top right-hand side [FIG.1].

This will redirect you to the different member login options.

FIG 1
Login process of a registered person.

Click on [Registered Person]
Once successfully logged in, user will be redirected to the SAPC secure site where the CPD pages can be accessed.

Click on [CPD] on the top menu

Under the CPD Online System page click on [My Intern CPD Entries] to be redirected to the CPD pages [FIG 4.].
Log on to CPD

▲ Click on [logon to CPD] under the CPD tab which will lead to the verification page

FIG 4
Click on [Verification] on the dashboard which will lead to the intern CPD entry.
Click [View] on the verifications page to view the interns CPD entries
Click on [Verify] to verify the CPD entry by the intern.
Submission by tutor
After verifying CPD entries

► Tutor will submit CPD entries to Council for assessment
► Tutor will send back the CPD entries to the intern for correction